
 

WMG INTENT 
 

 

English Curriculum Intent 

 
By the end of their learning journey in English we intend for our students to be critically literate by 
confidently examining texts to understand the relationship between language and the power it can 
hold. 
 
Students will develop skills in reading, writing and communication; examining the inferences in 
texts, reading for comprehension, analysing language to develop critical thinking, comparing 
viewpoints, writing for a variety of audiences using accurate spelling, punctuation and grammar.   
English lessons will develop students’ knowledge and understanding of the world around them by 
studying texts that are from a wide range of diverse authors, cultures and times. These will add 
depth to ideas and expand your understanding of different genre conventions. 
English is special because we provide students with wider opportunities to enjoy exploring their 
creativity in debating, theatre trips, author visits and writing competitions which all develop a life-
long love of literature and reading for pleasure.  
 
English is the foundation of all communication skills that we all need for the rest of our lives; CV 
writing, email writing, presentation skills, interview skills, job applications, letter writing and form 
filling. 

 
School Curriculum Intent 

 
At WMG academy our curriculum intent is to provide a STEM focussed curriculum that prepares 
pupils for the world of work, we are business led; as such we provide a rigorous, expertly sequenced 
curriculum with engineering at the heart.  Alongside the curriculum we have a nurturing pastoral 
support team providing enrichment and guidance, thoroughly preparing students to be career 
ready.  
 

School Mission 
 
WMG Academy aims to send students into the world with a professional attitude, an understanding 
of business and a mature approach to work. 

Our ‘business-like, business-led’ ethos gives students a head start. Employers pay for apprentices to 
study and work, with many commanding generous starting salaries in secure industries. 

 

 

“Today a reader, tomorrow a leader” - Margaret Fuller 


